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About This Content

Crusader Kings II Ebook: Tales of Treachery
This is the ultimate collection of short stories of historical drama and intrigue, set in the era of the Crusader Kings II computer

game by Paradox Development Studio.
Bestselling author Steven Savile is joined by eleven other writers, each telling a tale of battles, banquets, betrayals and

bedchambers. From crusaders to Cathars, from nobles to Norsemen – it’s all here. Five of these stories are the winning entries in
the Crusader Kings II Short Story Contest 2014.

Authors: Lee Battersby, Luke Bean, Jordan Ellinger, James Erwin, Axel Kylander, Cory Lachance, James Mackie, M Harold
Page, Aaron Rosenberg, Steven Savile, Anderson Scott, Joseph Sharp.

Instructions are as follows:
==========================

Upon purchase, this ebook will be downloaded to your computer in three formats: epub, mobi (Kindle) and PDF. To access your
ebook, navigate to the ebook folder in your Crusader Kings II game folder.

* Right click Crusader Kings II in your Steam Library

* Select Properties

* Go to the Local Files tab
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* Click Browse Local Files

* Open the ebook folder

* To read the book on your mobile device, transfer the epub, mobi or PDF file to the device and open the file in your
ebook reader app. Enjoy

!==========================
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Was looking for something like Crash or Spyro. This is definetly not it. Details from < 1 hour played.

- Massively frustrating. Couldn't even complete the tutorial.
- Glitchy! Graphics sometimes just turn into rainbow lines if you look at the game funny.
- Doesn't handle alt-tabbing gracefully by any metric.
- No, you can't fit through that gap. No, seriously, don't even try unless you have two feet of clearance.
- Yes, your hand's hitbox is REALLY THAT BIG. Get used to having Shrek hands.
- If you bump an object up against a wall, you're stuck and might as well reset before you die.

Still worth the 75% off sale money, but not worth it at the normal price.
. What can I say about Light bearers?
 I guess the fair thing to do is make an impartial comparison to every-day things, so, with that in mind. This game is like Hide-n-
go-seek crossed with a childrens tale.
However if you go down to the woods today, you'll get f^&*ed up by a shadow...

A fast pace, team oriendted game with hours of potential fun. New updates and regualr fixes. You can even dress up, if you are
in to that kind of thing.

Light bearers has certianly provided me with more than a few hours of nostalgic entertainment. Im sure it will do the same for
you. Unless you are allergic to fun, in which case.. You should really see someone about that.. If you have patience, maybe
enjoy this great idea, bad executed game.. Great Game! Great War!. By far the best hidden object game I've ever played. It was
like playing a movie. The story was really well developed, unlike most other games like this, which don't really focus too hard
on giving a really good story most of the time. The ending was well done too- it tied everything together, and wasn't insanely
abrupt like others that I have seen. Yeah lol I don't know- I obviously really enjoyed it, so I would fully recommend
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Gunjack was one of the first VR games I bought, and was immedietly satisfied. In this, you use a keyboard-mouse or a
controller instead of the vive controllers. It's a wave based game, where you play as a turret gunner aboard a large mining ship.

PROS:
Very nice graphics. Early on when most VR games go for a cartoon style, gunjack goes for realism.
Good environment, helps add to the immersion.
Good length of levels for a $10 game.
Quality sounds.
Great price of $10.

CONS (not too many considering the price):
A bit repetitive. It is only a $10 game so this isn't a huge issue.
Not too much dialogue / depth.
Level based, no story (once again the pricetag effectively negates this)

Overall this is a great game for the Vive. There aren't really any others like this, in design and gameplay. I would reccomend this
for its price.. Very cool game, a lot of action and positive emotions, I definitely recommend to buy and definitely recommend
playing with friends. Really? I want to see the developer finish his or hers own game. Some of these levels are impossible. The
one good thing though is that the game has left me with a very vivid impression of the future... Money in my pocket when it
comes to future releases from this developer.. Fun game, but I wish I had someone to play with.. As some others I bought this
out of nostalgia only to realise there's not really a lot to do in the game. Your villagers plod along without you as long as you
make sure they have a food source and you just need to check in once in a while to spend research points and maybe give your
builders a new project. There are some puzzles you can interact with in the village but it just doesn't really feel like enough to be
a game.

It's also infuriating how zoomed in the game is so you have to drag ten times just to get from one side of the village to another.
This is made even more annoying as rare things like mushrooms will spawn and you need to drop a child on them to collect
them, but by the time you manage to locate a child and drag them back up to the object with the horrible tiny screen, it's already
gone.. This is a fun train management game. Even with only a portion of the promised content included the game feels very
polished and enjoyable. In my 27 hours I haven't experienced a crash or glitch. It's a fun game and an entertaining sequel to the
original Train Valley.
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